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Identify the first feature you will be talking about…
“One feature of [write the words of the question - this will keep you focused on the
actual question] is … [eg: The Frontline Trench is designed for a quick attack…]
Add extra detail / knowledge about the Frontline Trench

Identify the second feature you will be talking about…
“A second feature of [write the words of the question - this will keep you focused on
the actual question] is … [eg: zig zag design of the trenches…]
Add extra detail / knowledge about the Frontline Trench

One feature of the Casualty Clearing Stations was that they needed to be close enough
the frontline to be able to deal quickly with the wounded, but far enough away to have
some protection from shelling.
A second feature of the Casualty Clearing Stations was the use of a Triage system
which was used to divide the wounded into groups. Those who were not likely to survive
would only be made comfortable, but not treated, these were known as the ‘walking
dead’, there was also the ‘walking wounded’ and ‘those in need of hospital treatment’.

eg:

Before you begin making a judgement, you need
to come up with the criteria you’re judging it
against.
What do the sources actually tell
you? Is there facts & detail that
you can learn from?
What is the sources Nature,
Origin & purpose? How might
NOP affect usefulness?
How do the sources fit in to
what you already know? Are the
sources… (CAT Test them)

Does it have
limitations or
missing
information?

Does it
match
what you
know
about the
topic?

Source A only mentions
one day of the Battle,
therefore isn’t as
comprehensive as it could
be, affecting its
usefulness … finish point
off justifying /
evaluating the source in
relation to the words of
the question
Source B is a
newspaper article that
says the injuries …
were less severe … but
I know that (accuracy)

Did what it
describes
happen
often?was
it common?
or rare?
etc

Source A is a person
remembering events
that happened 70
years ago. The
events he is talking
about are traumatic
and he experienced
them personally so
they will be in his
memory.
context / limitation:
Although it might be
fair to say he
couldn’t possibly
remember all of the
details after 70
years, so accuracy
might not be as
strong.
Source A could be
useful because it is
likely true…
Remember to make
1-2 detailed points
about both sources
and justify why think
it is useful or not

Source A is useful as it is
from a nurse’s report into
how she treated a soldier
for trench foot, it is useful
because she is giving her
own experience therefore…

Source B talks about the
treatment of [soldier] but
only mentions one treatment,
it doesn’t mention other forms
of treatment for…

Source B, by [soldier] is his
own diary of his treatment,
it also supports what I know
of treatment for … He wrote
it in 1918 so his memory will
have been much clearer
making this source useful
for… (refer to Q)

Source A talks about the gas
attacks, it is useful for as it
tells us what happened during
the attack, but it doesn’t say
how they treated a gas
attack, therefore makes it
not very useful for … (refer to
the Q)

National

Local

Remember, you’ve already
assessed the source in Q2A,
for Q2B, you’re just picking
out something you find
interesting and want to find
out more about.
* It MUST be focused on the
example it gives in the
question!

